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Abstract On the basis of perturbative QCD and relativis-
tic quark model we calculate relativistic and bound state
corrections in the production processes of a pair of double
heavy diquarks. Relativistic factors in the production ampli-
tude connected with the relative motion of heavy quarks and
the transformation law of the bound state wave function to
the reference frame of the moving S-wave diquark bound
states are taken into account. For the gluon and quark propa-
gators entering the amplitudes we use a truncated expansion
in relative quark momenta up to the second order. Relativistic
corrections to the quark–quark bound state wave functions
in the rest frame are considered by means of a Breit-like
potential. It turns out that the examined effects significantly
decrease the nonrelativistic cross sections.
1 Introduction
Double heavy meson and baryon production at high energies
represents an important problem of quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD). On the one hand the methods of nonrelativistic
QCD (NRQCD) can be used in this case for a construction
of production amplitudes in the leading order over the strong
coupling constant αs or for a calculation of next-to-leading
order corrections [1]. On the other hand, the presence of
heavy quarks gives an opportunity to explore the formation
of quark bound states in these reactions on the basis of the
quark model. During the last 10 years in the problem of dou-
ble heavy hadron production there arises the field of research
connected with double heavy quarkonium pair production.
The progress was initiated by experiments of the Belle and
BaBar collaborations, which measured the cross sections of
pair charmonium production in e+e− annihilation [2–5]. The
importance of such reactions for the development of theoret-
a e-mail: a.p.martynenko@samsu.ru
ical methods of their investigation was demonstrated in [6–
20]. An essential improvement in the theoretical description
of the processes of quarkonium pair production was obtained
with the assumption of a systematic account of relativistic and
radiative corrections to nonrelativistic results. It was revealed
that corrections of the relative motion of heavy quarks and
bound state corrections essentially change the nonrelativistic
calculations.
Another reaction of meson pair production was investi-
gated recently in the pp-interaction [21]. Beginning with the
start of the LHC activity, new experimental data on dou-
ble heavy quarkonium production regenerated the interest in
the study of quarkonium production mechanisms in hadronic
collisions. The production of a J/ψ J/ψ pair in the proton–
proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy
√
s = 7 TeV
has been observed with the LHCb detector. The data used
for the analysis was obtained with an integrated luminosity
of 37.5 pb−1 of pp collisions at a center-of-mass energy of√
s = 7 TeV collected by the LHCb experiment in 2010. At
collider energies, double charmonium production occurs for
the most part through the gluon–gluon channel. The theoret-
ical description of charmonium pair production was carried
out in this case in a nonrelativistic approximation in [22–
26] and with the account of relativistic corrections in [27–
30]. Note that an additional uncertainty occurs in the pp-
interaction due to the double parton scattering mechanism
[31,32]. Along with pair quarkonium production there is
interest in double heavy diquark pair production because such
a process can represent a first stage of double baryon produc-
tion [33–38]. The pair production of double heavy diquarks
in the e+e−- and the p p¯-interaction was performed in nonrel-
ativistic QCD in [39]. An account of relativistic and bound
state corrections to the cross sections in the case of e+e−
annihilation was given in [40]. It was shown in [40] that a reli-
able estimate of the observed cross sections can be obtained
only with a systematic account of relativistic and bound state
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corrections. It is worth mentioning that the diquark (cc) and
(c¯c¯) pair production at the LHC energies with subsequent for-
mation of a tetra-quark was studied in [23,24]. Single diquark
(cc) and baryon cc production in different reactions was
studied in [41–43]. They investigate the production of heavy
quarks Q and Q′ with different color and spin configuration
[n] : [n] = [3S1]3¯ (color-antitriplet diquark state), [1S0]6
(color-sextuplet diquark state) for the (cc) or (bb) diquark,
and (bc)3[3S1], (bc)6[1S0], (bc)3[1S0], and (bc)6[3S1] for
the (bc) diquark. The production of J/ψ mesons in the
proton–proton collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV was investigated
with the LHCb detector at the LHC in [44]. In this work
we continue the investigation of relativistic effects in dou-
ble heavy diquark pair production in proton–proton interac-
tion at energies of the LHC on the basis of relativistic quark
model. We calculate the cross section σ(pp → DD¯ + X)
of diquark pair production in the nonrelativistic approxima-
tion and show how these results will be changed after taking
account of relativistic corrections.
2 General formalism
All the models describing quarkonium production in hadronic
collisions use the common basis: the factorization between
the hard collision subprocess and the parton–parton collision
luminosity, calculated as a convolution of the parton distri-
bution functions (PDFs). In the collinear parton model the
cross section of double heavy diquark pair production in the
proton–proton collisions has the form of a convolution of the
partonic cross section dσ [gg → Dbc + D¯b¯c¯] with the parton
distribution functions of the initial protons [22,45–47]:
dσ [p + p → Dbc + D¯b¯c¯ + X ]
=
∫
dx1dx2 fg/p(x1, μ) fg/p(x2, μ) dσ [gg→ Dbc+ D¯b¯c¯],
(1)
where fg/p(x, μ) is the parton (gluon) distribution function
(PDF) in the proton, x1,2 are the parton momentum (longi-
tudinal momentum) fraction from the proton, and μ is the
factorization scale. Neglecting the proton mass and taking
the c.m. reference frame of the initial protons with the beam
along the z-axis we can present the gluon on mass-shell
momenta as k1,2 = x1,2
√
S
2 (1, 0, 0,±1).
√
S is the center-
of-mass energy in the proton–proton collision. The range
of the accessible x1,2 depends on the rapidity interval cov-
ered by experiments. At the CM energies of the LHC the
gluon–gluon contribution to the production cross section is
dominant, so that we consider only gg initial states in this
study. Quark–antiquark annihilation amounts to about 10 %
[23,24].
According to the quasipotential approach the double
heavy diquark production amplitude for the gluonic subpro-
cess gg → Dbc + D¯b¯c¯ can be expressed as a convolution of
the perturbative production amplitude of (bc) and (b¯c¯) quark
and antiquark pairs T (p1, p2; q1, q2) and the quasipotential
wave functions of the final diquarks D [14–20,27–29]:






¯Dbc (p, P)¯D¯b¯c¯ (q, Q)
⊗T (p1, p2; q1, q2), (2)
where p1,2 are four-momenta of c and b quarks, and q1,2
are an appropriate four-momenta of c¯ and b¯ antiquarks. They
are defined in terms of total momenta P(Q) and relative
momenta p(q) as follows:
p1,2 = η1,2 P ± p, (pP)=0; q1,2 = η1,2 Q ± q, (q Q)=0,
η1,2 = M
2 ± m2c ∓ m2b
2M2
, (3)
where M = MDbc = MD¯b¯c¯ is the double heavy diquark
mass, p = L P (0, p) and q = L Q(0, q) are the relative
four-momenta obtained by the Lorentz transformation of the
four-vectors (0, p) and (0, q) to the reference frames mov-
ing with the four-momenta P and Q of the final diquarks,
Dbc and D¯b¯c¯. In Eq. (2) we integrate over the relative
three-momenta of quarks and antiquarks in the final state.
The wave functions ¯Dbc (p, P) and ¯D¯b¯c¯ (q, Q) determine
the probability for free heavy quark Q1 Q2 and antiquark
Q¯1 Q¯2 pairs with certain quantum numbers to transform
into diquark and antidiquarks bound states (long distance
matrix elements). A proof of the factorization formulas (1)–
(2) deserves a special consideration. There are interactions
between the initial and final hadrons connected with gluon
exchanges that violate this factorization. In what follows we
assume that the emission of soft and collinear gluons can be
absorbed into parton distribution functions and long distance
matrix elements, so that the factorization equations (1)–(2)
occur. The status of a proof of the factorization in quarko-
nium production is presented in detail in [48–50]. A proof
of factorization is essential because non-factorizing gluon
contributions, for which αs is not small, could change the
numerical results. It should be mentioned that the effect
induced by the radiation in the initial state was investi-
gated in [23,24] by means of the Pythia Monte Carlo gen-
erator. It does not effect the value of the total cross sec-
tion.
The parton-level differential cross section for g + g →
Dbc + D¯b¯c¯ is expressed further through the Mandelstam vari-
ables s, t , and u:
s = (k1 + k2)2 = (P + Q)2 = x1x2S, (4)
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Fig. 1 The typical leading
order diagrams for
gg → Dbc + D¯b¯c¯ subprocess.
Other diagrams can be obtained
by reversing the quark lines or
interchanging the initial gluons
Fig. 2 The additional diagram for gg → Dbc + D¯b¯c¯ having the zero
color factor
t = (P − k1)2 = (Q − k2)2 = M2 − x1
√
S(P0 − |P| cos φ)
= M2 − x1x2S + x2
√
S(P0 + |P| cos φ),
u = (P − k2)2 =(Q − k1)2 = M2 − x2
√
S(P0+|P| cos φ)
= M2 − x1x2S + x1
√
S(P0 − |P| cos φ), (5)
where φ is the angle between P and the z-axis. The Mandel-
stam variables s, t , and u satisfy the relation
s + t + u = M2Dbc + M2D¯b¯c¯ . (6)
The transverse momentum PT of the diquark Dbc and its
energy P0 can be written as







x1 + x2 +
x1 − x2
x1 + x2 |P| cos φ. (7)
In the leading order in the strong coupling constant
αs , there are 35 Feynman diagrams contributing to the
gluon fusion subprocess gg → Dbc + D¯b¯c¯ of double heavy
diquark pair production, which are presented in Fig. 1.
One additional diagram shown in Fig. 2 appears to have
a zero color factor after summation with antisymmet-
ric color functions 
i jk/
√
2 of the final diquark states:
f g1g2e f abeT ac1c3 T bc2c4
c1c2 A
c3c4 B = 0, because we have
here a convolution of antisymmetric f abe and tensors sym-
metric over the indices a, b. f abc are the structure constants
of the SU(3) color group, T a is the SU(3) generator in the fun-
damental representation. The diquark term DQ1 Q2 is used for
a designation of the bound state between two heavy quarks. It
can appear only if the quarks (Q1 Q2) are initially in a color-
antitriplet state. Note that the quark pair (Q1 Q2) can couple
to two irreducible color representations: 3 ⊗ 3 = 3¯ ⊕ 6. But
the binding of the (Q1 Q2) pair into the diquark state can
appear due to attractive color Coulomb forces only in the
case of the antitriplet state. In the color-sextuplet state we
have a repulsive color interaction between the quarks. It can
be changed to an attractive interaction only after emission
of a soft gluon. A quark pair (Q1 Q2) production in a color
sextuplet state is equivalent to the production of a pair quark–
antiquark (Q1 Q¯2) in a color octet state. It was shown in [26]
that color octet states give a significantly smaller contribution
to J/ψ meson pair production in the pp-interaction at small
and intermediate momenta pT as compared with the color
singlet state. So, in this work we have analyzed only color-
antitriplet contributions to diquark pair production. In view
of the large volume of calculations we have used the pack-
age FeynArts [51,52] for the system Mathematica in order to
obtain analytical expressions for all the diagrams and, sub-
sequently Form [53], to evaluate their traces. Then we obtain
the following result for the leading order production ampli-
tude (2):







M = ¯bcP,pγβ¯cbQ,qγωβω1 + ¯cbP,−pγβ βωθ2 γω¯bcQ,−qγθ
+ ¯bcP,pγβ βωθ3 γω¯cbQ,qγθ
+ ¯bcP,p εˆ1
mc − kˆ1 + pˆ1








mb − kˆ1 + pˆ2









mc − kˆ2 + pˆ1







mb − kˆ2 + pˆ2
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+ ¯cbP,−pγβ
mb + kˆ1 − qˆ2







mc + kˆ1 − qˆ1






where ε1,2 are polarization vectors of the initial gluons, the
hat symbol means contraction of the four-vector with the
Dirac gamma-matrices. A number of vertex functions i is
introduced to make the entry of the amplitude (9) more com-
pact. We explicitly extracted in (9) the normalization factors√
2M of the quasipotential bound state wave functions.
The formation of diquark states from quark and antiquark
pairs, which corresponds to the first stage of double heavy
baryon production, is determined in the quark model by the
quasipotential wave functions Dbc (p, P) and D¯b¯c¯ (q, Q).
These wave functions are calculated initially in the meson rest
frame and then transformed to the reference frames moving
with the four-momenta P and Q. The law of such a transfor-
mation was derived in the Bethe–Salpeter approach in [54]
and in the quasipotential method in [55]. We use the last one
and obtain the following expressions for the relativistic wave
functions [40]:

















































































v1 = P/M , v2 = Q/M , and P,Q are equal to γ5 and εˆP,Q
for scalar and axial-vector diquarks, respectively. The polar-
ization vectors εP,Q of the axial-vector diquarks satisfy the
conditions: (εP ·P) = 0 and (εQ ·Q) = 0. The quasipotential
wave functions (10) include projection operators on the states
with definite spins: u¯i (0)u¯ j (0) = [C εˆ(γ5)(1 + γ0)]i j/2
√
2
and vi (0)v j (0) = [(1 − γ0)εˆ(γ5)C]i j/2
√
2, where C is the
charge conjugation matrix.




1 = K1 Dμβ(p1 + q1)Dνω(p2 + q2)
× (εν1εμ2 + εμ1 εν2 − 2gμν(ε1ε2)
−Dλκ (k1 − p1 − q1)Eλμ1 (p1 + q1)Eκν2 (p2 + q2)





2 = K2Eμ2 (−k1)Dμβ(k1 + k2)Dθω(p1 + q1)
× mb − pˆ1 − qˆ1 − qˆ2
(p1 + q1 + q2)2 − m2b
+K5εω2 Eμν1 (p1 + q1)Dμβ(k1 − p1 − q1)Dνθ (p1 + q1)
× mb + k2 − q2
(k2 − q2)2 − m2b
+Dθβ(p1 + q1) mb + pˆ1 + pˆ2 + qˆ1




mb + kˆ1 − qˆ2
(k1 − q2)2−m2b
+K7εω2 εˆ1
mb + kˆ2 − qˆ2





4 = K3 Dβω(k1 − p1 − q1)
mb + kˆ2 − pˆ2
(k2 − p2)2 − m2b
εˆ2
−K4εω2 Dβμ(k1 − p1 − q1)
mb − kˆ2 + qˆ2
(k2 − q2)2 − m2b
γμ
−K5Eμν2 (p2 + q2)Dμβ(k1 − p1 − q1)Dνω(p2 + q2),

βω
5 = K6 Dβω(p2 + q2)
mc + kˆ2 − qˆ1
(k2 − q1)2 − m2c
εˆ2
+K7εβ2 Dμω(p2 + q2)
mc − pˆ2 − qˆ1 − qˆ2




8 = K8 Dβω(p2 + q2)
mc + kˆ1 − qˆ1
(k1 − q1)2 − m2c
εˆ1
+K9εβ1 Dμω(p2 + q2)
mc − pˆ2 − qˆ1 − qˆ2





10 = K11 Dβω(k1 − p2 − q2)
mc + kˆ2 − pˆ1
(k2 − p1)2 − m2c
εˆ2
+K3εω2 Dβμ(k1 − p2 − q2)
mc − kˆ2 + qˆ1
(k2 − q1)2 − m2c
γμ
+K10Eμν2 (p1+q1)Dμβ(k1− p2−q2)Dνω(p1 + q1),
(11)
where we introduce the following tensors:
E
μν
1,2(x) = gμν(k1,2 − 2x)ε1,2 + εμ1,2(2kν1,2 − xν)
+ εν1,2(kμ1,2 + xμ),
E
μ
1,2(x) = εν2,1Eμν1,2(x), (12)
and Dμν(k) is the gluon propagator, which is taken in the
Feynman gauge. Other vertex functionsi can be obtained by
means of the simultaneous replacement mc ↔ mb, p1 ↔ p2,
and q1 ↔ q2 in Eqs. (11):
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Color factors of the Feynman amplitudes should be con-







2 (ci , A, B = 1, 2, 3) of Dbc and
D¯b¯c¯ diquarks. As a result we obtain the 11 different color
factors Ki in (11), which can be presented as follows:
K1 = −3C0 − 3C1 + 4C3, K2 = 43C1,
K3 = 2i3 (C0 + 2C1 − 4C2),
K4 = i3 (C0 − C1 − C2), K5 =
3
2
C0 + C1 − 2C3,
K6 = − i3 (C0 + 3C1 − 5C2),
K7 = 2i3 (C0 − 2C2), K8 = −
i
3
(C0 + 2C1 − 5C2),
K9 = 2i3 (C0 + 2C1 − 2C2),
K10 = 32C0 + 2C1 − 2C3,
K11 = − i3 (C0 + 2C1 − C2),
C0 = δg1g2δAB, C1 = i f g1g2a(T a)B A,
C2 = (T g1 T g2)B A,
C3 = f g1ea f g2eb(T aT b)B A, (14)
where g1,2 = 1, . . . , 8 are the color indices of the initial
gluons, A and B are the color indices of the final diquarks.
Let us present here, for example, the transformation of
the first amplitude in Fig. 1 from T1(p1, p2; q1, q2) in (2) to
M1(k1, k2; P, Q) in (8) which takes the form in the Feynman
gauge
T1(p1, p2; q1, q2) = −8i π2α2s f g1g2b(T a)c1c3







mb − pˆ1 − qˆ1 − qˆ2
(p1 + q1 + q2) − m2b
γωv(q2)
]
× εμ1 (k1)εν2(k2)Dαω(p1 + q1)Dρβ(k1 + k2)
× (gμν(k2 − k1)ρ − gνρ(k1 + 2k2)μ + gμρ(2k1 + k2)ν),
(15)






























































×γβ mb − pˆ1 − qˆ1 − qˆ2


























×εμ1 (k1)εν2(k2)Dαω(p1 + q1)Dρβ(k1 + k2)
× (gμν(k2 − k1)ρ − gνρ(k1 + 2k2)μ + gμρ(2k1 + k2)ν) .
(16)
The production amplitude (9) and vertex functions (11)
contain relative momenta p and q in exact form. In order to
take into account relativistic corrections of second order in p
and q we expand all inverse denominators of the quark and






1 ∓ 2(pQ + q P)
s η1,2
− p
2 + 2pq + q2
s η21,2




























+ · · ·
]
, (17)
where Z1 = s η1+η22 M2−m2b and Z2 = t η1−η1η2 M2−m2c .
The amplitude (9) contains 16 different denominators to be
expanded in the manner of Eq. (17). Neglecting the bound
state corrections, we find that an expansion of denominators
takes one of the following forms: s η1,2, s η21,2, η1,2(M2 − t)
or η1,2(M2 − s − t). Then, taking into account kinematical
restrictions on s and t ,
4M2 ≤ s,








and nonrelativistic estimate η1 ≈ mc/(mc + mb) ≈ 1/4
for (bc) diquarks, we conclude that the expansion parame-
ters in (17) are at least as small as 4p2/M2 and 4q2/M2.
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Preserving in the expanded amplitude terms up to second
order both in relative momenta p and q, we can perform the








































































where RS(p) is the radial wave function.
In order to calculate the cross section we have to sum the
squared modulus of the amplitude over final particle polar-
izations in the case of pair axial-vector diquark production



























2 + kν1 kμ2
k1 · k2 − g
μν.
Then we also average it over the colors of the initial gluons
and sum over the diquark color indices A and B. Finally,
we obtain the following expression for the differential cross
section of double heavy diquark pair production:






F (1)(s, t) − 4(ω01 + ω10 − ω11)F (1)(s, t)

































It represents the relativistic generalization of the value of
wave function at the origin R(0). The relativistic parame-
ters ωnk are expressed through momentum integrals with the






























In contrast to our previous work [40] there are terms in (21)
which contain relativistic parameters ωnk with fractional
indices. They appear if we preserve the symmetry of the cross
section (21) in the quark masses mc and mb. The auxiliary
functions F (i)(s, t) contain a nonrelativistic contribution and
relativistic corrections to the cross section connected with
the relative motion of heavy quarks. Their exact analytical
expressions are extremely lengthy in the case of diquarks of
different flavors b and c, so we present them in Appendix A
only in the case of (cc) diquarks.
3 Numerical results and discussion
The quasipotential wave functions of double heavy diquarks
are obtained by numerical solution of the Schrödinger equa-
tion with effective relativistic Hamiltonian based on the QCD
generalization of the Breit potential completed by scalar and
vector exchange confinement terms, as is described in detail
in our previous work [27–29,40]. We present the values of
the diquark masses and relativistic parameters (22), (23) in
Table 1. Numerical masses of charmonium and Bc mesons
obtained in our model are in good agreement with exist-
ing experimental data (the difference is less than 1 %) [14–
20,27–29,40]. Analogously, the masses for the (bc) and (cc)
double heavy diquarks from Table 1 coincide with the esti-
mates made in other approaches [33–38,56–59]. Note that
our definition (23) of relativistic integrals Ink contains a cut-
off at the value of the c-quark mass  = mc. Although the
integrals (23) are convergent, there are some uncertainties in
their calculation related with the determination of the wave
function in the region of relativistic momenta p  mc in our
model.
The numerical results for the total cross section of double
heavy diquark pair production corresponding to the LHC rel-
ative energies
√
S = 7 and 14 TeV are presented in Table 2.
The integration in (1) is performed with partonic distribu-
tion functions from CTEQ5L and CTEQ6L1 sets [60,61].
The renormalization and factorization scales are set equal to
the transverse mass μ = mT =
√
M2 + P2T . The leading
123
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Table 1 Numerical values of
parameters describing double
heavy (cc) and (bc) diquarks












SDbc 11 S0 6.517 0.50 0.0383 0.0045 0.0131 0.00039 0.00014 0.0011
AV Dbc 13 S1 6.526 0.48 0.0384 0.0045 0.0132 0.00038 0.00013 0.0011
AV Dcc 13 S1 3.224 0.38 0.0323 0.0023
Table 2 The value of the cross




S Diquark pair CTEQ5L CTEQ6L1
σnonrel, nb σrel, nb σnonrel, nb σrel, nb
√
S = 7 TeV SDbc + SD¯b¯c¯ 0.063 0.018 0.057 0.016
AV Dbc + AV D¯b¯c¯ 0.25 0.053 0.23 0.049
AV Dcc + AV D¯c¯c¯ 1.39 0.28 1.07 0.22√
S = 14 TeV SDbc + SD¯b¯c¯ 0.14 0.039 0.12 0.034
AV Dbc + AV D¯b¯c¯ 0.55 0.12 0.48 0.10
AV Dcc + AV D¯c¯c¯ 2.51 0.51 1.94 0.40
Table 3 Double heavy diquark
production cross sections
corresponding to the rapidity
range 2 < yP,Q < 4.5
Energy
√
S Diquark pair CTEQ5L CTEQ6L1
σnonrel, nb σrel, nb σnonrel, nb σrel, nb
√
S = 7 TeV SDbc + SD¯b¯c¯ 0.010 0.003 0.009 0.003
AV Dbc + AV D¯b¯c¯ 0.032 0.007 0.029 0.006
AV Dcc + AV D¯c¯c¯ 0.19 0.038 0.14 0.029√
S = 14 TeV SDbc + SD¯b¯c¯ 0.024 0.007 0.020 0.006
AV Dbc + AV D¯b¯c¯ 0.076 0.016 0.066 0.014
AV Dcc + AV D¯c¯c¯ 0.35 0.072 0.25 0.053
order result for the strong coupling constant αs(μ) with ini-
tial value αs(μ = MZ ) = 0.118 is used. In a second stage the
diquark nucleus can join with high probability a light quark
and form a double heavy baryon. In the nonrelativistic limit
all parameters ωnk are equal to zero and only the F (1)(s, t)
term survives in square brackets of (21). Then, replacing
R˜(0) by a nonrelativistic value of the radial wave function
at the origin R(0) = √2/π ∫ p2 R(p) d p and assuming that
the diquark mass is equal to the sum of masses of the con-
stituent quarks M0 = mb +mc, we obtain our nonrelativistic
prediction for the double heavy diquark pair production cross
section presented in the third and fifth columns of Tables 2
and 3. In our model we obtain the following nonrelativistic
values: R(0) = 0.67 GeV3/2 and R(0) = 0.53 GeV3/2 for
the (bc) and (cc) diquarks, respectively, which lie close to
the results R(0) = 0.73 GeV3/2 and R(0) = 0.53 GeV3/2
from [33–38,56–58]. In order to obtain the cross sections
for the axial-vector (cc) diquark pair production we replace
mb → mc in all expressions and multiply the amplitude by
an additional factor 1/4 (1/16 in the cross section) according
to the Pauli exclusion principle.
As follows from the results presented in Tables 2 and 3,
relativistic effects by almost five times decrease the values
of the (bc) and (cc) double heavy diquark pair production
cross sections. The main role in such a decrease plays the
difference between the relativistic parameter, R˜(0), and the
nonrelativistic one, R(0). R˜(0) (R(0)) enters the correspond-
ing cross section in fourth degree, so that even a small mod-
ification of this parameter caused by relativistic corrections
in the Breit potential leads to a substantial change in the
cross section. For example, in the case of the axial-vector
(bc) diquark R˜(0) is only 25 % smaller than its nonrela-
tivistic value, but this difference results in a more than three
times decrease of the value of the cross section. The bound
state effects connected with the non-zero diquark bound state
energy W = M − mc − mb = 0 bring about an additional
30 % decrease. Finally, the relativistic corrections originating
from the expansion of the production amplitude increase the
value of the cross section by 10–20 %, which is insufficient
to compensate the large negative contributions from the first
two sources.
In Fig. 3 we present the results of our calculation of




P0−P‖ . The rapidities of the outcoming diquarks with
momenta P and Q can be obtained in the form
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Fig. 3 The differential cross
sections for pp → DD¯ + X at√
S = 7 TeV (left) and√
S = 14 TeV (right) as
functions of rapidity yP . Solid
and dashed curves represent
total and nonrelativistic results,
respectively
Fig. 4 The differential cross
sections for pp → DD¯ + X at√
S = 7 TeV (left) and√
S = 14 TeV (right) as
functions of transverse
momentum PT of diquark pair
integrated over the rapidity.




Fig. 5 Cross section of diquark–antidiquark gluonic production as a function of their invariant mass. Solid and dashed curves represent total and
nonrelativistic results, respectively








M2 − t − 1
]
. (24)
The differential cross section dσ/dyP shown in Fig. 3 can be
important for a comparison with forthcoming experimental
data. It is clear from this plot that relativistic effects strongly
influence the rapidity distribution of the final diquarks. In
the LHCb experiment [21] the rapidity lies in the range
2 < yP,Q < 4.5, so we should integrate the differential cross
section (1) over the rapidities from such an interval in order
to obtain the value corresponding to the experiment at the
LHCb detector. These results are presented in Table 3. We
show in Fig. 4 the distribution over the transverse momentum
of the diquarks integrated over all rapidities at
√
S = 7 TeV.
It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the account of relativistic correc-
tions leads to the ratio of relativistic and nonrelativistic cross
sections σrel/σnr ≈ 0.2 near the peak. This trend remains
unchanged in the region of high transverse momenta. In order
to have a more complete concept about production processes
we show in Fig. 5 the cross section of double diquark produc-
tion in the gluonic subprocess as a function of its invariant
mass. As follows from Figs. 4 and 5, a typical pT momentum
is of order 1.2 GeV and total typical momenta of diquarks and
antidiquarks are more than 2.5 GeV. The most part of the pair
(bc) diquark production cross section is accumulated in that
region of
√
s which corresponds to large momenta |P| ≥ 2.5
GeV: 70 % for scalar diquark pairs and 85 % for axial-vector
diquark pairs. But the probability |S0 (p)|2 to find quarks
with relativistic relative momentum p ≥ 1.5 GeV is strongly
suppressed (we use a cutoff for the momentum integrals in
(23) at mc = 1.55 GeV). This follows from the obtained rel-
ativistic wave functions in our model which have maximum
values at p, q ∼ 0.4 GeV. So, we could expect that four
heavy quarks and antiquarks are not sufficiently close in the
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phase space and rescattering effects between heavy quarks
and antiquarks are not large, but they should be investigated
additionally.
Let us estimate the total theoretical uncertainty of the
obtained results. The first and main source of the uncertainty
is connected with the relativistic parameter R˜(0), which
enters the cross section in fourth degree and defines the order
of magnitude of the final result. The accuracy of this param-
eter depends directly on the error in the determination of the
relativistic quasipotential wave function in our model, which
we estimate to be 10 %. Of course, this estimate is a very
approximate one but it can be justified by the better than
1 % accuracy of the calculation of charmonium mass spec-
trum. Then we estimate the error in the cross section from
this source to be not exceeding 40 %. The next source of
uncertainty deals with the corrections of fourth and highest
order, which are truncated in our amplitude expansions (17).
As mentioned before, the corrections of second order give a
10–20 % contribution to the value of the cross section, so we
suppose that 20 % will be a reasonable estimate for this error.
The contribution of the next-to-leading order in the strong
coupling constant αs is difficult to estimate. It depends sig-
nificantly on the structure of the Feynman amplitude and has
to be calculated independently. For example, it is well known
that such corrections lead to a significantly increasing factor
K = 1.6 ÷ 1.9 to the cross section of charmonium pair pro-
duction in e+e− annihilation [9–11,62]. On the other hand,
recently it was found that the NLOαs contribution to the cross
section of J/ψ pair production in pp-collisions for the LHCb
rapidity range amounts to a value of order 10 % [63]. So,
we assume that a similar contribution occurs in diquark pair
production in pp-collisions. Finally, there is one additional
uncertainty connected with the accuracy of partonic distribu-
tion functions, which was estimated to be 15 % in [27–29].
Then, adding all the mentioned uncertainties in quadrature,
we obtain the total error in 48 % for our results.
In the case of single quarkonium (or diquark) production
the color octet (or color sextuplet) contribution is compara-
ble with the contribution of color triplet (or antitriplet) state
[41–43,64–66]. At the same time, as we mentioned above,
for pair charmonium production the color octet mechanism
gives an essentially smaller value to the cross section at small
or intermediate momenta pT [26]. Despite the fact that the
account of color octet states in the single J/ψ production
in the pp-interaction can explain the value of the measured
cross section, it predicts a substantial transverse component
for the polarization of J/ψ mesons. This is in disagree-
ment with the CDF J/ψ polarization measurement. More
recent theoretical studies have considered the addition of the
gg → J/ψcc¯ process in CSM or higher order corrections
in αs : gg → J/ψgg, gg → J/ψggg. With these additional
processes the discrepancy between the theoretical prediction
and experimental measurements significantly decreases. So,
in our opinion, the account of color-sextuplet states in inclu-
sive double heavy diquark pair production should be done
together with a consideration of order αs corrections. In this
work we omit terms of order O(αs). Our estimate of this
correction of order O(αs) includes also the color-sextuplet
contribution.
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Appendix A: The coefficients F(i) entering the differen-
tial cross section (21) for pair axial-vector diquark (cc)
production
Exact analytical expressions for the functions F (i)(s, t)
in (21) are extremely lengthy for heavy quarks of different
flavor, so we present here only their analytical expressions in
the case of pair axial-vector diquark (cc) production. In these
expressions we take into account linear effects in the bound
state energy W of heavy quarks and introduce the notation
Mc = 2mc. Bound state effects are taken into account in
numerical results from Tables 2 and 3. We have
F (i)(s, t) = F (i)0 (s, t) + W F (i)1 (s, t), (25)





)4 (M2c − s − t)4
×
[
27648M24c − 72M22c (1595s + 4596t)
+ 3M20c (67687s2 + 437088st + 605232t2)
− 8M18c (28007s3+278328s2t+849501st2+754920t3)
+ 4M16c (48546s4 + 575480s3t
+ 2731629s2t2 + 5276664st3 + 3390660t4)
− 2M14c (66854s5 + 867710s4t + 5237453s3t2
+ 15810492s2t3 + 21825720st4 + 10831968t5)
+ M12c (64025s6 + 980113s5t + 6934011s4t2
+ 27679700s3t3 + 59798910s2t4 + 63129024st5
+ 25238304t6) − 2M10c (9796s7
+ 190998s6t + 1629993s5t2 + 8003124s4t3
+ 23392115s3t4 + 38627220s2t5 + 32576040st6
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+ 10803456t7) + t2(s + t)2(8s8 + 25s7t + 2536s6t2
+ 21366s5t3 + 78759s4t4 + 157896s3t5
+ 179640s2t6 + 108864st7 + 27216t8)
− 2M2c t (s + t)2(16s8 + 243s7t + 5526s6t2
+ 49040s5t3 + 215626s4t4 + 530597s3t5
+ 741924s2t6 + 546660st7 + 163296t8) + M8c
× (4006s8 + 94606s7t + 1029199s6t2
+ 6247798s5t3 + 23171033s4t4 + 52444016s3t5
+ 69078684s2t6 + 47988288st7 + 13491360t8)
− 2M6c (322s9 + 7064s8t + 99306s7t2
+ 779460s6t3 + 3657884s5t4 + 10718238s4t5
+ 19496435s3t6 + 21114948s2t7
+ 12361788st8 + 2995920t9)
+ M4c (68s10 + 1153s9t + 19692s8t2 + 217805s7t3
+ 1362129s6t4 + 5166549s5t5









)5 (M2c − s − t)5
×
[
1741824M32c − 1728M30c (5897s + 16128t)
+ 144M28c (189641s2 + 1087056st + 1451520t2)
− 144M26c (322301s3 + 2802300s2t
+ 7789176st2 + 6773760t3) + M24c (57554074s4
+ 656045232s3t + 2763480672s2t2 + 4972983552st3
+ 3170119680t4) − 2M22c (27433899s5
+ 384167638s4t + 2133779508s3t2 + 5813307936s2t3
+ 7628766624st4 + 3804143616t5)
+ 6M20c (6821962s6 + 113839005s5t + 781665683s4t2
+ 2819646560s3t3 + 5596217064s2t4
+ 5718898944st5 + 2324754432t6)
− 2M18c (12207465s7 + 234642355s6t
+ 1930593059s5t2
+ 8652159088s4t3 + 22804443900s3t4
+ 35210657664s2t5
+ 29218299264st6 + 9963233280t7)
+ M16c (11661347s8 + 251850550s7t
+ 2421795360s6t2 + 13072181288s5t3
+ 42975298740s4t4
+ 88311607776s3t5 + 110619734400s2t6
+ 76740162048st7 + 22417274880t8)
− M14c (4223561s9 + 104555317s8t
+ 1160158397s7t2 + 7399876560s6t3
+ 29431644460s5t4
+ 75678177864s4t5 + 126369906768s3t6
+ 132222824064s2t7 + 78350462784st8
+ 19926466560t9)
+ 4t3(s + t)3(88s10 + 291s9t + 30322s8t2
+ 297142s7t3 + 1336999s6t4 + 3529608s5t5
+ 5988728s4t6 + 6737472s3t7 + 4950288s2t8
+ 2177280st9 + 435456t10) + M12c (1077011s10
+ 31978294s9t + 416887472s8t2 + 3125057808s7t3
+ 14810788148s6t4 + 46251513620s5t5
+ 96893779668s4t6 + 135324576576s3t7
+ 120857286384s2t8 + 62193643776st9
+ 13948526592t10)
− M2c t2(s + t)2(1504s11 + 23728s10t
+ 685939s9t2 + 7528052s8t3 + 42573677s7t4
+ 146340250s6t5 + 329945926s5t6 + 504952416s4t7
+ 526855224s3t8 + 362855808s2t9
+ 149506560st10 + 27869184t11) − M10c
× (189099s11 + 6711431s10t + 106896474s9t2
+ 958886210s8t3+5412164759s7t4
+ 20272621428s6t5
+ 51752902204s5t6 + 90884023920s4t7
+ 108459347328s3t8 + 84070738368s2t9
+ 38069792640st10+7608287232t11)+M8c (23696s12
+ 902460s11t + 18000829s10t2
+ 201542412s9t3+1383434183s8t4+6237258490s7t5
+ 19205490660s6t6 + 41225350568s5t7
+ 61985442066s4t8 + 64263674160s3t9
+ 43813561824s2t10
+ 17647352064st11 + 3170119680t12)
+ 2M4c t (1648s13 + 36454s12t
+ 814068s11t2 + 10491584s10t3
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+ 4881077725s4t9 + 3965125248s3t10
+ 2157018696s2t11 + 705148416st12
+ 104509440t13)
− M6c (1664s13 + 72088s12t
+ 1733298s11t2 + 25982195s10t3 + 228949037s9t4
+ 1276267953s8t5 + 4775775315s7t6
+ 12428268880s6t7 + 22908511678s5t8
+ 29980767340s4t9









)6 (M2c − s − t)6
×
[
222953472M40c − 27869184M38c (59s + 160t)




+ 4582950624s3t + 19453613688s2t2
+ 35059433472st3 + 22504366080t4)
− 4M30c (5537521813s5
+ 81274350792s4t + 466630287984s3t2
+ 1292676789888s2t3 + 1712700702720st4
+ 864167657472t5) + 4M28c (5240554941s6
+ 91437358522s5t + 659112431964s4t2
+ 2471543238528s3t3 + 5029243275744s2t4
+ 5227645796352st5 + 2160419143680t6)
− M26c (16330544031s7 + 326792003628s6t
+ 2815199542892s5t2 + 13284503935680s4t3
+ 36610822146240s3t4 + 58396559171328s2t5
+ 49627101855744st6 + 17283353149440t7)
+ M24c (10537886063s8 + 237559033812s7t
+ 2365887361944s6t2 + 13397155539088s5t3
+ 46551035169840s4t4 + 100601034937344s3t5
+ 131082206097024s2t6 + 93716708327424st7
+ 28085448867840t8) − 2M22c (2784626670s9
+ 70737215246s8t + 800148664831s7t2
+ 5268464876020s6t3 + 22039344056906s5t4
+ 60145366265904s4t5 + 106205291855712s3t6
+ 116324448634368s2t7 + 71451599192064st8
+ 18723632578560t9) + M20c (2378426106s10
+ 68538265551s9t + 877306323899s8t2
+ 6598930104580s7t3 + 32238538637660s6t4
+ 106201836358040s5t5 + 237119424205104s4t6
+ 352010470800384s3t7 + 330977605825152s2t8
+ 177504964116480st9 + 41191991672832t10)
− M18c (815322191s11 + 26692617042s10t
+ 387726963435s9t2 + 3311677836814s8t3
+ 18562148953601s7t4 + 71659299951396s6t5
+ 193566257649996s5t6 + 363728035723392s4t7
+ 463561912782144s3t8 + 380261571985152s2t9
+ 180350463541248st10 + 37447265157120t11)
+ 4t4(s + t)4(2904s12 + 10131s11t + 1088812s10t2
+ 12565370s9t3 + 71302945s8t4 + 257354136s7t5
+ 650793576s6t6 + 1191722688s5t7
+ 1576367280s4t8 + 1465413120s3t9
+ 906204672s2t10
+ 334430208st11 + 55738368t12)
+ M16c (220505891s12 + 8239519834s11t
+ 136412070144s10t2 + 1324461974452s9t3
+ 8455632770450s8t4 + 37581776673544s7t5
+ 119310422197680s6t6 + 271757302270944s5t7
+ 438797604649680s4t8 + 487891081751040s3t9
+ 353665494179712s2t10 + 149887606063104st11
+ 28085448867840t12) − M2c t3(s + t)3(52864s13
+ 808320s12t + 29421610s11t2 + 375769223s10t3
+ 2557032615s9t4 + 11233867505s8t5
+ 34796810259s7t6 + 79006480208s6t7
+ 132647858276s5t8
+ 162616078080s4t9 + 141063190272s3t10
+ 81801031680s2t11
+ 28398698496st12 + 4459069440t13)
− 2M14c (22481965s13 + 978678070s12t
+ 18711980507s11t2 + 207897944100s10t3
+ 1512657963970s9t4 + 7680203547784s8t5
+ 28156966746706s7t6 + 75568224170616s6t7
+ 148153722926478s5t8 + 208861152514800s4t9
+ 205204061269152s3t10 + 132824617585920s2t11
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+ 50738580652032st12 + 8641676574720t13)
+ M4c t2(s + t)2(122528s14 + 2904080s13t
+ 82920640s12t2 + 1181123451s11t3
+ 9594060453s10t4 + 51055788685s9t5
+ 192342235019s8t6
+ 534248481092s7t7 + 1111820399652s6t8
+ 1729605262024s5t9 + 1976699347728s4t10
+ 1605475058688s3t11 + 874662022656s2t12
+ 285993566208st13 + 42361159680t14)
+ M12c (6597472s14 + 338366703s13t
+ 7696397325s12t2 + 99678452662s11t3
+ 833912155244s10t4
+ 4841060642370s9t5 + 20335964523054s8t6
+ 63209010354088s7t7 + 146358554142828s6t8
+ 250907906992024s5t9 + 312764014124112s4t10
+ 274363712128512s3t11 + 159957170755200s2t12
+ 55477289484288st13 + 8641676574720t14)
− 2M6c t (s + t)
× (56096s15 + 2136820s14t + 61039254s13t2
+ 1006276056s12t3 + 9868826220s11t4
+ 63875343113s10t5 + 292621754603s9t6
+ 988998062953s8t7
+ 2518818379737s7t8 + 4859851351942s6t9
+ 7049500248014s5t10 + 7539507992112s4t11
+ 5747250009888s3t12 + 2946149978112s2t13
+ 908354248704st14 + 127083479040t15)
− M10c (657624s15 + 39367890s14t
+ 1104413029s13t2 + 17344487058s12t3
+ 170832670892s11t4
+ 1146876637852s10t5 + 5529671411978s9t6
+ 19757278335172s8t7 + 53132548989137s7t8
+ 107815796091060s6t9 + 163659426240484s5t10
+ 182253522957504s4t11 + 143985271325760s3t12
+ 76165483016448s2t13 + 24134155960320st14
+ 3456670629888t15) + M8c (33792s16 + 2774244s15t
+ 97694544s14t2 + 1994311862s13t3
+ 24356767073s12t4 + 194789687794s11t5
+ 1093516581704s10t6
+ 4504581919900s9t7 + 13974266124379s8t8
+ 33029076981316s7t9 + 59471161006872s6t10
+ 80753245374608s5t11 + 81030643128336s4t12









)5 (M2c − s − t)5
×
[
1728M30c − 144M28c (1393s + 144t) + 144M26c
× (7517s2 + 16668st + 792t2) − 18M24c (130927s3
+ 658936s2t + 718992st2 + 21120t3) + 6M22c
× (414903s4 + 3896270s3t + 9595884s2t2
+ 6850464st3
+ 142560t4) − 2M20c (570966s5 + 10935641s4t
+ 49831179s3t2
+ 80012160s2t3 + 41813496st4
+ 684288t5) + 2M18c (−70283s6 + 3939119s5t
+ 38212583s4t2
+ 114578976s3t3 + 134518860s2t4
+ 54136512st5 + 798336t6) + M16c (514957s7
+ 2926870s6t − 11814356s5t2 − 114600008s4t3
− 268330620s3t4 − 242157600s2t5 − 73652544st6
− 1368576t7) − M14c (361295s8 + 4828723s7t
+ 24570531s6t2 + 51080312s5t3 + 31705580s4t4
− 8315448s3t5 + 8718192s2t6 + 17635968st7
− 855360t8) + 8st3(s + t)3(8s8 + 25s7t + 2536s6t2
+ 21366s5t3 + 78759s4t4 + 157896s3t5
+ 179640s2t6 + 108864st7 + 27216t8) + M12c
× (151121s9 + 2725998s8t + 22467644s7t2
+ 100637416s6t3 + 266920660s5t4 + 453877540s4t5
+ 511993860s3t6 + 349531200s2t7
+ 104894352st8 − 380160t9) − M2c st2(s + t)2
× (320s9 + 3892s8t + 110625s7t2 + 1057188s6t3
+ 4932499s5t4 + 13283958s4t5 + 21746386s3t6
+ 21339360s2t7 + 11507112st8 + 2612736t9)
− M10c (42121s10 + 891469s9t + 9756298s8t2
+ 61315158s7t3 + 234557673s6t4 + 572091236s5t5
+ 907966580s4t6 + 913025712s3t7 + 525013056s2t8
+ 129865536st9 − 114048t10) + M8c (7984s11
+ 172896s10t + 2390911s9t2 + 20059044s8t3
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+ 102849261s7t4 + 335986166s6t5 + 718609852s5t6
+ 1005256024s4t7 + 884461578s3t8 + 441939600s2t9
+ 95071968st10 − 20736t11) + 2M4c st (360s11
+ 7056s10t + 133908s9t2 + 1462154s8t3
+ 8991251s7t4 + 34117345s6t5 + 84461098s5t6
+ 139249436s4t7 + 151574975s3t8 + 104472969s2t9
+ 41237280st10 + 7089912t11) − M6c (816s12
+ 17956s11t + 301806s10t2 + 3524997s9t3
+ 24696371s8t4 + 107402983s7t5 + 303244845s6t6
+ 567265544s5t7 + 697527422s4t8 + 540613740s3t9
+238658328s2t10 + 45603648st11 − 1728t12)
]
,





)6 (M2c − s − t)6
×
[
20221056M36c − 576M34c (233941s + 561036t)
+ 144M32c (2753877s2 + 14104544st + 16667448t2)
− 4M30c (170096945s3+1400883912s2t
+ 3527653392st2
+ 2738026368t3) + 24M28c (31650883s4
+ 371666283s3t+1502816442s2t2+2481655488st3
+ 1422434160t4) − M26c (570679427s5
+ 9029032556s4t + 52252923804s3t2
+ 138610384704s2t3
+ 168906874176st4 + 76170786048t5)
+ M24c (256191463s6 + 5795816012s5t
+ 46170706992s4t2
+ 176966758928s3t3 + 347658174288s2t4
+ 333497539584st5 + 122937429888t6) − 2M22c
× (2466837s7 + 863671542s6t + 11311001039s5t2
+ 62914230172s4t3 + 183012632274s3t4
+ 286116482160s2t5 + 224984126880st6
+ 69253636608t7)
+ M20c (−91034264s8 − 813592713s7t
+ 48326175s6t2 + 28800780204s5t3
+ 158775180088s4t4
+ 405100852344s3t5 + 539810088048s2t6
+ 356995482624st7
+ 90987152256t8) + M18c (75448045s9
+ 1332147106s8t + 9770119165s7t2
+ 38874308682s6t3 + 89128173899s5t4
+ 110253341580s4t5
+ 56052424932s3t6 − 1916424576s2t7
+ 2804763456st8
+ 9582693120t9) − 32t4(s + t)4(104s10
+ 349s9t + 38895s8t2 + 388900s7t3 + 1790450s6t4
+ 4854528s5t5 + 8476608s4t6 + 9797760s3t7
+ 7348320s2t8 + 3265920st9 + 653184t10)
− M16c (35021597s10 + 833102650s9t
+ 8603539424s8t2
+ 50889644964s7t3 + 193786066418s6t4
+ 500022958888s5t5 + 890742644832s4t6
+ 1097311247136s3t7 + 910938066192s2t8
+ 463385184768st9 + 108408972672t10)
+ M2c t3(s + t)3
× (17984s11 + 225976s10t + 8137786s9t2
+ 91342653s8t3 + 513344601s7t4 + 1753334331s6t5
+ 3950202209s5t6 + 6069862064s4t7
+ 6365607660s3t8
+ 4394297088s2t9 + 1806167808st10
+ 334430208t11) + 2M14c (5369598s11
+ 159532368s10t
+ 2107768049s9t2 + 15931331624s8t3
+ 77303868220s7t4 + 256070555832s6t5
+ 594867075166s5t6
+ 973395581112s4t7
+ 1105034420970s3t8 + 832224987792s2t9
+ 374238168480st10
+ 75776553216t11) − M4c t2(s + t)2
× (43888s12 + 903104s11t + 22877182s10t2
+ 282654857s9t3 + 1903612637s8t4
+ 8005381771s7t5
+ 22622947685s6t6 + 44524612444s5t7
+ 61674802264s4t8
+ 59340363672s3t9 + 37899841968s2t10
+ 14458383360st11 + 2488195584t12) − M12c
× (2248090s12 + 79574449s11t + 1317350515s10t2
+ 12475000442s9t3 + 74917211664s8t4
+ 304907732366s7t5
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+ 873255100426s6t6
+ 1787109792136s5t7 + 2607119746632s4t8
+ 2654336950408s3t9
+ 1794055635504s2t10
+ 722668267008st11 + 130908645504t12) + M10c
× (308488s13 + 12561878s12t + 259953855s11t2
+ 3131090454s10t3 + 23484836972s9t4
+ 117277669268s8t5
+ 408772826718s7t6
+ 1021374753100s6t7 + 1847123871971s5t8
+ 2403577776876s4t9
+ 2196880552908s3t10
+ 1338590478528s2t11 + 487521423936st12
+ 80079439104t13)
+ 2M6c t (27696s14 + 788592s13t
+ 18122252s12t2 + 256127153s11t3 + 2159709194s10t4
+ 11773460135s9t5 + 44215597904s8t6
+ 118957864637s7t7 + 234050783174s6t8
+ 338739874305s5t9
+ 357552284964s4t10
+ 268091824970s3t11 + 135283963248s2t12
+ 41152829472st13 + 5692280832t14) − M8c (21360s14
+ 1150240s13t + 29400040s12t2 + 473008826s11t3
+ 4622824387s10t4 + 29030729246s9t5
+ 124308726592s8t6 + 377796208660s7t7
+ 833064465237s6t8
+ 1342006821284s5t9
+ 1567237665232s4t10 + 1293304522224s3t11









)7 (M2c − s − t)7
×
[
1741824000M44c − 13824M42c (1024717s
+2520000t)
+ 3456M40c (15157181s2 + 78409048st
+ 95243904t2) − 768M38c (152602537s3
+ 1244415438s2t
+ 3174024582st2 + 2539071360t3)
+ 48M36c (3709614441s4 + 42282452456s3t
+ 169803625392s2t2
+ 284772736512st3 + 168755166720t4)
− 8M34c (24326003617s5 + 362802284320s4t
+ 2037040979064s3t2
+ 5374375596864s2t3
+ 6667854384384st4 + 3121487953920t5) + 16M32c
× (9762324075s6 + 183890145551s5t
+ 1354940349368s4t2 + 5002564231056s3t3
+ 9760290607872s2t4 + 9555769117440st5
+ 3679463854080t6) − 4M30c (22457637797s7
+ 532549281496s6t + 4996889068172s5t2
+ 24325079883568s4t3 + 66552894119904s3t4
+ 102498878252160s2t5 + 82476996844032st6
+ 26843207860224t7) + M28c (31939769109s8
+ 1031865139936s7t + 12519019456864s6t2
+ 78810576693872s5t3 + 286787234374848s4t4
+ 622093712687616s3t5 + 788656117759488s2t6
+ 536192491511808st7 + 150284156682240t8)
− M26c (318053197s9 + 218468720272s8t
+ 4411307171664s7t2 + 38715857406848s6t3
+ 189114078871984s5t4 + 556628554281920s4t5
+ 1004225800991616s3t6 + 1080262099763712s2t7
+ 632454318425088st8 + 154289933844480t9)
+ M24c (−8778960932s10 − 134452810824s9t
− 488149274250s8t2 + 4001218034320s7t3
+ 48976432024272s6t4 + 230412433439024s5t5
+ 608946149725312s4t6 + 966382124532480s3t7
+ 907484756435712s2t8 + 461490695018496st9
+ 97128844001280t10) + M22c (7078070576s11
+ 173778399959s10t + 1874571584019s9t2
+ 11483453562160s8t3 + 43164708110292s7t4
+ 100643321821024s6t5 + 138667494855120s5t6
+ 93684817569344s4t7 + 3332723177088s3t8
− 24935540497920s2t9 + 968161379328st10
+ 7021362216960t11) − 16t5(s + t)5(3960s12
+ 14151s11t
+ 1702238s10t2 + 20378278s9t3 + 120761039s8t4
+ 456128424s7t5 + 1201156440s6t6
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+ 2269682496s5t7
+ 3068773200s4t8 + 2893812480s3t9
+ 1805006592s2t10
+ 668860416st11 + 111476736t12) − M20c
× (3405990647s12 + 104523726104s11t
+ 1437801582469s10t2 + 11759612667954s9t3
+ 63654208362929s8t4 + 240386484084080s7t5
+ 652169234475584s6t6 + 1289432039042896s5t7
+ 1857555696533856s4t8 + 1912110070725888s3t9
+ 1336908589885440s2t10 + 568038597894144st11
+ 110118364102656t12) + 4M2c t4(s + t)4
(91504s13 + 1159496s12t + 51949345s11t2
+ 687364992s10t3
+ 4769853365s9t4 + 21399318662s8t5
+ 67686740542s7t6 + 156321971272s6t7
+ 265402870978s5t8
+ 327237185520s4t9 + 284374491696s3t10
+ 164763942912s2t11 + 57042994176st12
+ 8918138880t13)
+ M18c (1131091631s13 + 42014573246s12t
+ 693307252728s11t2 + 6787879263196s10t3
+ 44334703856018s9t4 + 204596890047160s8t5
+ 687431049901512s7t6 + 1704996711408576s6t7
+ 3124052755731456s5t8 + 4176368330021184s4t9
+ 3956371217584896s3t10 + 2511745562866176s2t11
+ 956202781427712st12 + 164551924776960t13)
− M4c t3(s + t)3(962656s14 + 21094520s13t
+ 691108948s12t2 + 10002353127s11t3
+ 80665258449s10t4 + 426581637437s9t5
+ 1603433166215s8t6
+ 4449490702576s7t7 + 9237022428688s6t8
+ 14298644494848s5t9 + 16229093115728s4t10
+ 13078157302656s3t11 + 7067907479808s2t12
+ 2293062524928st13 + 337147453440t14) − 2M16c
× (133029237s14 + 5947101882s13t
+ 117421358999s12t2 + 1355188930116s11t3
+ 10363630842574s10t4
+ 56081817619836s9t5 + 222407868023894s8t6
+ 657773336913072s7t7 + 1458291508962840s6t8
+ 2410239762599576s5t9 + 2920175104142912s4t10
+ 2512162544509056s3t11
+ 1449370729677312s2t12 + 501693012043776st13
+ 78585246351360t14) + M6c t2(s + t)2(1391744s15
+ 43117128s14t + 1279151434s13t2
+ 20465640103s12t3 + 192094141903s11t4
+ 1196102161809s10t5
+ 5318240639251s9t6 + 17564547014872s8t7
+ 43863878016444s7t8 + 83088452331520s6t9
+ 118407481083504s5t10 + 124541123134400s4t11
+ 93507020744832s3t12 + 47299950093312s2t13
+ 14419185974784st14 + 1998499184640t15)
+ M14c (43621482s15 + 2343138771s14t
+ 56199599441s13t2 + 773612810138s12t3
+ 6932647567340s11t4 + 43593912548178s10t5
+ 200838117586542s9t6 + 693892463426240s8t7
+ 1816416867876372s7t8 + 3603519546818400s6t9
+ 5370130545307120s5t10+5898572062338496s4t11
+ 4619743847396736s3t12
+ 2435030828186112s2t13 + 772528110925824st14
+ 111261585899520t15) − M12c (4569808s16
+ 303380716s15t + 9094156671s14t2
+ 154232294898s13t3 + 1654322273320s12t4
+ 12195176483488s11t5 + 65211887760950s10t6
+ 261153355185708s9t7 + 796490061350461s8t8
+ 1861164352695808s7t9 + 3323329278341024s6t10
+ 4486352440347568s5t11
+ 4487438605163072s4t12 + 3215047033035264s3t13
+ 1556602532015616s2t14
+ 455363166265344st15 + 60694275317760t16)
− 2M8c t (473008s17+22997364s16t+723877564s15t2
+ 13517149022s14t3 + 154742601512s13t4
+ 1189403439533s12t5 + 6565310531804s11t6
+ 27133825223148s10t7 + 85972286205904s9t8
+ 211182065007357s8t9 + 403046816578584s7t10
+ 594612672095720s6t11 + 669840935465464s5t12
+ 564179282090816s4t13 + 343245181246848s3t14
+ 142249221368640s2t15 + 35889377398272st16
+ 4155365007360t17) + M10c (231552s17
+ 23087576s16t + 898504584s15t2
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+ 19979428298s14t3 + 269237598605s13t4
+ 2395515473146s12t5
+ 15079912639380s11t6 + 70246320893068s10t7
+ 248576830505007s9t8 + 677016721065728s8t9
+ 1424186961493664s7t10 + 2304170990875904s6t11
+ 2833619756443696s5t12
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